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Nuclear Nova introduces Rocket Golf 1.0 for iPhone and iPod Touch
Published on 08/18/09
Nuclear Nova Software is proud to introduce Rocket Golf. By leveraging the iPhone's unique
abilities and interface, Rocket Golf gives golfing a new twist with its 2D gameplay and
clean 3D graphics. Challenge yourself to 36 unique holes over two courses. Rocket Golf
provides accurate game physics while maintaining an arcade feel. Up to four players can
enjoy all of Rocket Golf's features for countless hours. To celebrate, Rocket Golf is on
sale for a limited time.
Meadville, Pennsylvania - Nuclear Nova Software is proud to introduce Rocket Golf. By
leveraging the iPhone's unique abilities and interface, Rocket Golf gives golfing a new
twist with its 2D gameplay and clean 3D graphics. Challenge yourself to 36 unique holes
over two courses. Rocket Golf provides accurate game physics while maintaining an arcade
feel.
Up to four players can enjoy all of Rocket Golf's features for countless hours, including
online and local best rounds, water hazards, sand traps, wind, and much more. To
celebrate, Rocket Golf is on sale for $0.99 for a limited time, regularly $5.99. For more
conventional golfing, check out Nuclear Nova Software's award winning 3D golfing games, GL
Golf, GL Golf Lite, and GL Golf Deluxe. GL Golf currently has 96 holes and with the 1.08
update will have access to over 300 holes.
System Requirements:
* iPhone, iPhone 3G, iPhone 3Gs or iPod Touch 2.0
Pricing and Availability:
Rocket Golf iPhone Edition 1.0 is only $0.99 (USD) for a limited time (Reg. $5.99) and is
available exclusively through Apple's App Store. GL Golf Standard is only $4.99 (USD) and
is available exclusively through Apple's App Store. Rocket Golf iPhone requires any
iPhone, iPhone 3G, or iPod Touch with OS version 2.0.
Rocket Golf 1.0:
http://nuclearnova.com/rocketgolf.php
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=326169617&mt=8
Nuclear Nova Software:
http://nuclearnova.com/
Gameplay Trailer:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8-Ft5TVB2o
Screenshot:
http://nuclearnova.com/images2/rocketgolfiphone.jpg

Located in Meadville, Pennsylvania, Nuclear Nova Software is a privately funded company
founded in 2002 by Jake Leveto. Jake is currently studying at the Rochester Institute of
Technology for Microelectronic Engineering. Nuclear Nova Software was founded with the
intent of developing unique and challenging games with compelling game-play for the Mac
platform and iPhone. Copyright 2002-2008 Nuclear Nova Software. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the
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U.S. and/or other countries.
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